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The problem of double data
If we want to save our computation for checkpointing +
visualisation:
1 import dolfin as d
2 mesh = d.UnitSquareMesh(3, 3)
3 V = d.FunctionSpace(mesh, "CG", 1)
4 u = d.Function(V)
5
6 # Save for vizualization
7 with d.XDMFFile("viz_file.xdmf") as outfile:
8 outfile.write(u)
9
10 # Save for reading back
11 with d.HDF5File("read_file.h5") as outfile:
12 outfile.write(u, "name")
The problem of double data
XDMFFile.write()
I values at vertices are saved
I could be visualised in
ParaView
I could NOT be read back to
DOLFIN
I produces (binary) *.h5 and
(xml) *.xdmf
HDF5File.write()
I values of degrees of
freedom and dofmap is
saved
I could NOT be visualised in
ParaView
I could be read back to
DOLFIN
I produces (binary) *.h5
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4 // The function space
5 std::shared_ptr<const FunctionSpace> _function_space;








Periodic table of FEM, meaning of DOFs
I FEniCS mostly used for iso- and super-parametric
”elements”
How is (FEM) function represented in VTK?
I specification in www.vtk.org/VTK/img/file-formats.pdf
and https:
//www.kitware.com/products/books/VTKTextbook.pdf
I VTK ONLY for iso-parametric ”elements”
How is data (function) represented in XDMF?
I specification at http:
//www.xdmf.org/index.php/XDMF_Model_and_Format
I library at https://gitlab.kitware.com/xdmf/xdmf
I almost the same as VTK
I XDMF = better structured, XML wrapped VTK
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10 <DataItem Dimensions="8 3"
11 NumberType="UInt" Format="XML">
12 <!-- Cell-wise degrees of freedom map -->
13 </DataItem>
14
15 <DataItem Dimensions="9 1"
16 NumberType="Float" Format="XML">













6 <DataItem Dimensions="2 6"
7 NumberType="UInt" Format="XML">
8 1 0 2 3 4 5
9 7 6 8 9 10 11
10 </DataItem>
11
12 <DataItem Dimensions="2 6"
13 NumberType="Float" Format="XML">
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2









6 <DataItem Dimensions="2 21"
7 NumberType="UInt" Format="XML">
8 1 21 2 ...
9 1 0 2 ...
10 </DataItem>
11
12 <DataItem Dimensions="2 18"
13 NumberType="Float" Format="XML">
14 0.2 0.0 0.0 ...




Methods for new functionality
I in DOLFIN ≥ 2017.2.0 new functionality exposed in
XDMFFile.write checkpoint() and XDMFFile.read checkpoint()
I release candidate ParaView ≥ 5.5.0
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1 import dolfin as d
2
3 mesh = d.UnitCubeMesh(1, 1, 1)
4 V = d.VectorFunctionSpace(mesh, "CG", 2)
5
6 u = d.interpolate(d.Expression(
7 ("x[0]*x[1]",
8 "x[1]*x[2]",
9 "x[2]*x[0]"), degree=2), V)
10
11 with d.XDMFFile("ex2_vcg2_3d.xdmf") as outfile:
12 outfile.write_checkpoint(u, "u")

1 import dolfin as d
2
3 mesh = d.UnitSquareMesh(1, 1)
4 V = d.FunctionSpace(mesh, "RT", 1)
5
6 u = d.project(d.Expression(
7 ("x[1]", "-x[0]"), degree=1), V)
8
9 with d.XDMFFile("ex3_rt1_2d.xdmf") as outfile:
10 outfile.write_checkpoint(u, "u")

mpirun -n 4 python3 demo dg-poisson.py
XDMFFile.write() vs. XDMFFile.write_checkpoint()
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Is done:
I new FiniteElementFunction attribute to XDMF
I XDMF to VTK tweaked to understand FEM function
description
I write checkpoint and read checkpoint methods in
DOLFIN/DOLFINX
Future work:
I add tesselation for higher-order elements
I Crouzeix-Raviart, BDM, RT, ...
I optimisation
I mixed-cell topologies - GSoC 2018 student?

